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QUANTUM BITS
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• Ions in traps 

• Rydberg atoms 

• Electron spin in quantum dots 

• … 

• Superconducting circuits

Image from J.Gambetta, https://www.nature.com/articles/s41534-016-0004-0

Fundamental unit of information in a quantum computer 
To work: strongly coupled to other qubits (entanglement), decoupled from the world 

How: Any two level quantum system
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IBM-Q 20 qubits

Superconducting artificial atom
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Big improvements in relaxation 
and dephasing times in last 10 
years

Error per gates of 0.2%, similar 
to trapped ion results

Low error per gates: E. Magesan et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 080505 (2012) 
Long T1 and T2: H. Paik et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 240501 (2011)

Very short π-pulse time
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• Macroscopic circuits 

• Tens of nm of superconductor deposited on 

dielectric substrate, operated in cryostats  

• Easy to design, fabricate, assemble 

• Easy to inter-couple: wires, L, C… 

SUPERCONDUCTING QUBITS
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But limited coherence time!

Dielectric two-level system

Paramagnetic molecules  
at the interface

Vortices trapped in  
the superconductor

Quasiparticles

In this talk, focus on quasiparticles

SUPERCONDUCTING QUBITS
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EVIDENCES FOR QUASIPARTICLES
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Figure 3. Measurement of QP generating events. (a) Typical plot of a continuous monitoring of a resonator’s phase signal at
one frequency point. Multiple time traces are consecutively recorded, covering a total time of about 45 min (for clarity only
partially shown). The measurement reveals discrete jumps of the resonant frequency to a lower value followed by a relaxation
over seconds approximately every 20 s. (b) Plot of the time trace indicated by the arrow in panel (a), where the phase response
is converted into a frequency shift, showing an instantaneous drop followed by a slow relaxation. (c) By recording multiple
events and averaging them (see supplementary), an exponential tail can be seen. The characteristic relaxation time, τss, depends
on the average circulating photons n̄.

be limited by residual QPs. We measure single photon
Qi on the order of 105 (see Fig. 2b), comparable with
other realizations of high kinetic inductance materials
[43, 45, 49, 54], which could be explained by a residual
excess quasiparticle density xqp = 5×10−6, in the range
of previously reported values [2, 19–24].
Figure 2b also shows the Qi dependence on the aver-

age circulating photon number n̄ = 4PinQ2
tot/
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For resonator A, Qi shows an increase by a factor of four
between n̄ = 1 and 100, reaching 6×105 before the re-
sonator bifurcates due to its intrinsic non-linearity [55].
Seven times larger in cross section, resonator B shows
a smaller increase in Qi, which is less than a factor of
two for n̄ between 1 and 104. The internal quality fac-
tor of resonator C could not be fitted above n̄ ≈ 1 be-
cause the amplitude data shows an irregular behavior,
changing from the expected dip to a peak (see supple-
mentary). This may be caused, among other reasons, by
impedance imperfections in the measurement setup, or
local flux trapping.
The measured increase of Qi with n̄ can be attributed

to the saturation of dielectric loss [56, 57], or the acti-
vation of QPs [22, 27]. The measurements summarized
in Fig. 2c offer additional insight into the dominant loss
mechanism for resonators A-C. As we will discuss in the
following, they indicate that Qi is QP limited, and conse-
quently suggest a small contribution from dielectric loss
saturation to the Qi power dependence.
Concretely, Fig. 2c shows a comparison of measured

single photon Qi for different GrAl resonator geometries
as a function of their metal-substrate interface partici-
pation ratio pMS, following the methodology in Refs.
[38, 58]. The results for resonators A-C, which are the

main focus of the letter, are shown by triangles and a cir-
cle, and they are about a factor of ten lower than the typi-
cally measured dielectric loss tangent tan(δ) = 2.6×10−3

[38]. This could either be explained by a ten times larger
dielectric loss tangent associated to the GrAl film or by
the presence of an additional loss mechanism, such as
QP dissipation. In order to distinguish between these
two possibilities, we measured single photon Qi for GrAl
samples with increasingly larger pMS. To perform these
control experiments, we employed coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonator designs, which are convenient to in-
crease the pMS. The blue pentagons in Fig. 2c show
that increasing the pMS by a factor of ten does not de-
grade the quality factor. To observe a decrease in Qi

by a factor of five, we had to increase the pMS by two
orders of magnitude compared to samples A-C, indica-
ting that dielectric loss is not dominant. Surprinsingly,
when the ground plane is fabricated from aluminum, we
observe an increase of Qi by a factor of two for an in-
crease of the pMS by a factor of ten, presumably due
to phonon trapping in the lower gap aluminum ground
plane [59]. This result directly suggests QPs as dominant
dissipation source, which is confirmed by measurements
on aluminum resonators [53], with ten times smaller α
compared to resonators A-C, and similar pMS, showing
approximately a factor of ten increase in Qi (cf. grey
rhombus in Fig. 2c).

A possible source of excess QPs could be impacts of
high energy particles, documented in the KID commu-
nity [60–62]. By continuously monitoring the phase re-
sponse of the resonators, we observe sudden drops of the
resonant frequency, appearing stochastically every ∼ 20 s
(see supplementary), as shown in Fig. 3a, followed by a

What is the origin of quasiparticles bursts? 
How will they impact the performance of qubits?

Superconductor cooled to mK temperature —> electrons bound in Cooper pairs 

But many mechanisms can break Cooper pairs, producing quasiparticles

Pop 2018 doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.117001
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QUASIPARTICLES CREATED BY 
RADIOACTIVITY
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Resonators

• 3 GrAl resonators  

• Sapphire substrate ~1cm2 x 300μm 

• Assembled in copper holder

Superconducting resonators deposited on sapphire insulator

• Substrate: target for radioactivity 

• Radioactivity creates phonons traveling around 

• Phonons reach qubit and break Cooper pairs 

• Created quasiparticles spoil coherence

RADIOACTIVITY:
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Superconducting resonators deposited on sapphire insulator

1. Prove that radioactivity in substrate matter 

2. Prove that we can suppress their rate 

3. Understand the impact on qubit coherence
3

Figure 3. Measurement of QP generating events. (a) Typical plot of a continuous monitoring of a resonator’s phase signal at
one frequency point. Multiple time traces are consecutively recorded, covering a total time of about 45 min (for clarity only
partially shown). The measurement reveals discrete jumps of the resonant frequency to a lower value followed by a relaxation
over seconds approximately every 20 s. (b) Plot of the time trace indicated by the arrow in panel (a), where the phase response
is converted into a frequency shift, showing an instantaneous drop followed by a slow relaxation. (c) By recording multiple
events and averaging them (see supplementary), an exponential tail can be seen. The characteristic relaxation time, τss, depends
on the average circulating photons n̄.

be limited by residual QPs. We measure single photon
Qi on the order of 105 (see Fig. 2b), comparable with
other realizations of high kinetic inductance materials
[43, 45, 49, 54], which could be explained by a residual
excess quasiparticle density xqp = 5×10−6, in the range
of previously reported values [2, 19–24].
Figure 2b also shows the Qi dependence on the aver-

age circulating photon number n̄ = 4PinQ2
tot/
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For resonator A, Qi shows an increase by a factor of four
between n̄ = 1 and 100, reaching 6×105 before the re-
sonator bifurcates due to its intrinsic non-linearity [55].
Seven times larger in cross section, resonator B shows
a smaller increase in Qi, which is less than a factor of
two for n̄ between 1 and 104. The internal quality fac-
tor of resonator C could not be fitted above n̄ ≈ 1 be-
cause the amplitude data shows an irregular behavior,
changing from the expected dip to a peak (see supple-
mentary). This may be caused, among other reasons, by
impedance imperfections in the measurement setup, or
local flux trapping.
The measured increase of Qi with n̄ can be attributed

to the saturation of dielectric loss [56, 57], or the acti-
vation of QPs [22, 27]. The measurements summarized
in Fig. 2c offer additional insight into the dominant loss
mechanism for resonators A-C. As we will discuss in the
following, they indicate that Qi is QP limited, and conse-
quently suggest a small contribution from dielectric loss
saturation to the Qi power dependence.
Concretely, Fig. 2c shows a comparison of measured

single photon Qi for different GrAl resonator geometries
as a function of their metal-substrate interface partici-
pation ratio pMS, following the methodology in Refs.
[38, 58]. The results for resonators A-C, which are the

main focus of the letter, are shown by triangles and a cir-
cle, and they are about a factor of ten lower than the typi-
cally measured dielectric loss tangent tan(δ) = 2.6×10−3

[38]. This could either be explained by a ten times larger
dielectric loss tangent associated to the GrAl film or by
the presence of an additional loss mechanism, such as
QP dissipation. In order to distinguish between these
two possibilities, we measured single photon Qi for GrAl
samples with increasingly larger pMS. To perform these
control experiments, we employed coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonator designs, which are convenient to in-
crease the pMS. The blue pentagons in Fig. 2c show
that increasing the pMS by a factor of ten does not de-
grade the quality factor. To observe a decrease in Qi

by a factor of five, we had to increase the pMS by two
orders of magnitude compared to samples A-C, indica-
ting that dielectric loss is not dominant. Surprinsingly,
when the ground plane is fabricated from aluminum, we
observe an increase of Qi by a factor of two for an in-
crease of the pMS by a factor of ten, presumably due
to phonon trapping in the lower gap aluminum ground
plane [59]. This result directly suggests QPs as dominant
dissipation source, which is confirmed by measurements
on aluminum resonators [53], with ten times smaller α
compared to resonators A-C, and similar pMS, showing
approximately a factor of ten increase in Qi (cf. grey
rhombus in Fig. 2c).

A possible source of excess QPs could be impacts of
high energy particles, documented in the KID commu-
nity [60–62]. By continuously monitoring the phase re-
sponse of the resonators, we observe sudden drops of the
resonant frequency, appearing stochastically every ∼ 20 s
(see supplementary), as shown in Fig. 3a, followed by a
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INTERACTIONS IN SUBSTRATE
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• KIT built a prototype with 3 resonators (good qubit proxy, easy operation) 

• Operated in LNGS - HallC R&D cryostat with ThO2 γ-source 

• Only two of them could be acquired simultaneously

Resonators

Correlation (with a VNA!)

• 4 point span such that the 2 inner points are 
on two resonances

• Measure_2D()

full response

VNA trace

1
2 3

4
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2

3

4

jump

time

Credits for these figures/analysis to F.Valenti
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INTERACTIONS IN SUBSTRATE
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Correlations A-B

Correlations A-C

Resonators

Simultaneous trigger by all resonators —> interactions are in the substrate!

Credits for these figures/analysis to F.Valenti
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Figure 3. Measurement of QP generating events. (a) Typical plot of a continuous monitoring of a resonator’s phase signal at
one frequency point. Multiple time traces are consecutively recorded, covering a total time of about 45 min (for clarity only
partially shown). The measurement reveals discrete jumps of the resonant frequency to a lower value followed by a relaxation
over seconds approximately every 20 s. (b) Plot of the time trace indicated by the arrow in panel (a), where the phase response
is converted into a frequency shift, showing an instantaneous drop followed by a slow relaxation. (c) By recording multiple
events and averaging them (see supplementary), an exponential tail can be seen. The characteristic relaxation time, τss, depends
on the average circulating photons n̄.

be limited by residual QPs. We measure single photon
Qi on the order of 105 (see Fig. 2b), comparable with
other realizations of high kinetic inductance materials
[43, 45, 49, 54], which could be explained by a residual
excess quasiparticle density xqp = 5×10−6, in the range
of previously reported values [2, 19–24].
Figure 2b also shows the Qi dependence on the aver-

age circulating photon number n̄ = 4PinQ2
tot/
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For resonator A, Qi shows an increase by a factor of four
between n̄ = 1 and 100, reaching 6×105 before the re-
sonator bifurcates due to its intrinsic non-linearity [55].
Seven times larger in cross section, resonator B shows
a smaller increase in Qi, which is less than a factor of
two for n̄ between 1 and 104. The internal quality fac-
tor of resonator C could not be fitted above n̄ ≈ 1 be-
cause the amplitude data shows an irregular behavior,
changing from the expected dip to a peak (see supple-
mentary). This may be caused, among other reasons, by
impedance imperfections in the measurement setup, or
local flux trapping.
The measured increase of Qi with n̄ can be attributed

to the saturation of dielectric loss [56, 57], or the acti-
vation of QPs [22, 27]. The measurements summarized
in Fig. 2c offer additional insight into the dominant loss
mechanism for resonators A-C. As we will discuss in the
following, they indicate that Qi is QP limited, and conse-
quently suggest a small contribution from dielectric loss
saturation to the Qi power dependence.
Concretely, Fig. 2c shows a comparison of measured

single photon Qi for different GrAl resonator geometries
as a function of their metal-substrate interface partici-
pation ratio pMS, following the methodology in Refs.
[38, 58]. The results for resonators A-C, which are the

main focus of the letter, are shown by triangles and a cir-
cle, and they are about a factor of ten lower than the typi-
cally measured dielectric loss tangent tan(δ) = 2.6×10−3

[38]. This could either be explained by a ten times larger
dielectric loss tangent associated to the GrAl film or by
the presence of an additional loss mechanism, such as
QP dissipation. In order to distinguish between these
two possibilities, we measured single photon Qi for GrAl
samples with increasingly larger pMS. To perform these
control experiments, we employed coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonator designs, which are convenient to in-
crease the pMS. The blue pentagons in Fig. 2c show
that increasing the pMS by a factor of ten does not de-
grade the quality factor. To observe a decrease in Qi

by a factor of five, we had to increase the pMS by two
orders of magnitude compared to samples A-C, indica-
ting that dielectric loss is not dominant. Surprinsingly,
when the ground plane is fabricated from aluminum, we
observe an increase of Qi by a factor of two for an in-
crease of the pMS by a factor of ten, presumably due
to phonon trapping in the lower gap aluminum ground
plane [59]. This result directly suggests QPs as dominant
dissipation source, which is confirmed by measurements
on aluminum resonators [53], with ten times smaller α
compared to resonators A-C, and similar pMS, showing
approximately a factor of ten increase in Qi (cf. grey
rhombus in Fig. 2c).

A possible source of excess QPs could be impacts of
high energy particles, documented in the KID commu-
nity [60–62]. By continuously monitoring the phase re-
sponse of the resonators, we observe sudden drops of the
resonant frequency, appearing stochastically every ∼ 20 s
(see supplementary), as shown in Fig. 3a, followed by a
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1. Prove that radioactivity in substrate matters 

2. Prove that we can suppress their rate 

3. Understand the impact on qubit coherence



RATE SUPPRESSION
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1. Three resonators assembled with no cleaning protocols 

2. Operation in a non-shielded cryostat above ground (KIT)
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different sensitivities

Resonators
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1. Basic material selection and rough materials cleaning 

2. Operation underground in and R&D cryostat HallC - LNGS
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1. Basic material selection and rough materials cleaning 

2. Operation underground in and R&D cryostat HallC - LNGS
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Add a 10-20 cm thick lead shield around the cryostat
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Rate drops by more than x10 
Milestone for quantum error correction 

Preliminary
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Figure 3. Measurement of QP generating events. (a) Typical plot of a continuous monitoring of a resonator’s phase signal at
one frequency point. Multiple time traces are consecutively recorded, covering a total time of about 45 min (for clarity only
partially shown). The measurement reveals discrete jumps of the resonant frequency to a lower value followed by a relaxation
over seconds approximately every 20 s. (b) Plot of the time trace indicated by the arrow in panel (a), where the phase response
is converted into a frequency shift, showing an instantaneous drop followed by a slow relaxation. (c) By recording multiple
events and averaging them (see supplementary), an exponential tail can be seen. The characteristic relaxation time, τss, depends
on the average circulating photons n̄.

be limited by residual QPs. We measure single photon
Qi on the order of 105 (see Fig. 2b), comparable with
other realizations of high kinetic inductance materials
[43, 45, 49, 54], which could be explained by a residual
excess quasiparticle density xqp = 5×10−6, in the range
of previously reported values [2, 19–24].
Figure 2b also shows the Qi dependence on the aver-

age circulating photon number n̄ = 4PinQ2
tot/
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For resonator A, Qi shows an increase by a factor of four
between n̄ = 1 and 100, reaching 6×105 before the re-
sonator bifurcates due to its intrinsic non-linearity [55].
Seven times larger in cross section, resonator B shows
a smaller increase in Qi, which is less than a factor of
two for n̄ between 1 and 104. The internal quality fac-
tor of resonator C could not be fitted above n̄ ≈ 1 be-
cause the amplitude data shows an irregular behavior,
changing from the expected dip to a peak (see supple-
mentary). This may be caused, among other reasons, by
impedance imperfections in the measurement setup, or
local flux trapping.
The measured increase of Qi with n̄ can be attributed

to the saturation of dielectric loss [56, 57], or the acti-
vation of QPs [22, 27]. The measurements summarized
in Fig. 2c offer additional insight into the dominant loss
mechanism for resonators A-C. As we will discuss in the
following, they indicate that Qi is QP limited, and conse-
quently suggest a small contribution from dielectric loss
saturation to the Qi power dependence.
Concretely, Fig. 2c shows a comparison of measured

single photon Qi for different GrAl resonator geometries
as a function of their metal-substrate interface partici-
pation ratio pMS, following the methodology in Refs.
[38, 58]. The results for resonators A-C, which are the

main focus of the letter, are shown by triangles and a cir-
cle, and they are about a factor of ten lower than the typi-
cally measured dielectric loss tangent tan(δ) = 2.6×10−3

[38]. This could either be explained by a ten times larger
dielectric loss tangent associated to the GrAl film or by
the presence of an additional loss mechanism, such as
QP dissipation. In order to distinguish between these
two possibilities, we measured single photon Qi for GrAl
samples with increasingly larger pMS. To perform these
control experiments, we employed coplanar waveguide
(CPW) resonator designs, which are convenient to in-
crease the pMS. The blue pentagons in Fig. 2c show
that increasing the pMS by a factor of ten does not de-
grade the quality factor. To observe a decrease in Qi

by a factor of five, we had to increase the pMS by two
orders of magnitude compared to samples A-C, indica-
ting that dielectric loss is not dominant. Surprinsingly,
when the ground plane is fabricated from aluminum, we
observe an increase of Qi by a factor of two for an in-
crease of the pMS by a factor of ten, presumably due
to phonon trapping in the lower gap aluminum ground
plane [59]. This result directly suggests QPs as dominant
dissipation source, which is confirmed by measurements
on aluminum resonators [53], with ten times smaller α
compared to resonators A-C, and similar pMS, showing
approximately a factor of ten increase in Qi (cf. grey
rhombus in Fig. 2c).

A possible source of excess QPs could be impacts of
high energy particles, documented in the KID commu-
nity [60–62]. By continuously monitoring the phase re-
sponse of the resonators, we observe sudden drops of the
resonant frequency, appearing stochastically every ∼ 20 s
(see supplementary), as shown in Fig. 3a, followed by a
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1. Prove that radioactivity in substrate matters 

2. Prove that we can suppress their rate 

3. Understand the impact on qubit coherence



GLOBAL PERFORMANCE vs RATE
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Study the internal quality factor: the higher the better
Extract Qi : circle fit example
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GLOBAL PERFORMANCE vs RATE
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Study the internal quality factor: the higher the better

Significant improvement with “clean” set-up
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GLOBAL PERFORMANCE vs RATE
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Study the internal quality factor: the higher the better

Increasing x100 the rate did not impact the 
performance!
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CONCLUSIONS
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1. Superconducting qubits can be sensitive to interactions in substrate 

2. Proved that it is possible to suppress them

Correlations A-C
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PERSPECTIVES
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1. Separate single contributions to the measured rate (cosmic rays, materials…) 

• Radio-assay 

• Simulations 

2. Understand “impacts rate” vs “general performances”: 

• What determined a general improvement 

• Why adding a source did not result in a worsening 

3. Which Physics relates radioactivity to coherence? 

• Simulate phonos propagation and absorption 

• Theoretical framework phonons <—> quasiparticlesA B C
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1. Separate single contributions to the measured rate (cosmic rays, materials…) 

• Radio-assay 

• Simulations 

2. Understand “impacts rate” vs “general performances”: 

• What determined a general improvement 

• Why adding a source did not result in a worsening 

3. Which Physics relates radioactivity to coherence? 

• Simulate phonos propagation and absorption 

• Theoretical framework phonons <—> quasiparticles
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1. Separate single contributions to the measured rate (cosmic rays, materials…) 

• Radio-assay 

• Simulations 

2. Understand “impacts rate” vs “general performances”: 

• What determined a general improvement 

• Why adding a source did not result in a worsening 

3. Which Physics relates radioactivity to coherence? 

• Simulate phonos propagation and absorption 

• Theoretical framework phonons <—> quasiparticles M. Martinez et al.  
Phys Rev Apply 2019 
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<latexit sha1_base64="tVxUOY6B2n4g96BaqYjj9oAWGOg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD1J0IvHCOYB2SXMTnqTIbMPZnqFEPMbXvwVLx4U8agn/8ZJsoomFjQUVd10d/mJFBpt+9PKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnbqOU8WhxmMZq6bPNEgRQQ0FSmgmCljoS2j4/cux37gFpUUc3eAgAS9k3UgEgjM0Urtou0wmPUZdCQHSO5u6SnR7eE6PqOsD/hjOt9EuluyyPQGdJ05GSiRDtV18dzsxT0OIkEumdcuxE/SGTKHgEkYFN9WQMN5nXWgZGrEQtDecfDaiB0bp0CBWpiKkE/X3xJCFWg9C33SGDHt61huL/3mtFIMzbyiiJEWI+HRRkEqKMR3HRDtCAUc5MIRxJcytlPeYYhxNmAUTgjP78jypH5cdu+xcn5QqF1kcebJH9skhccgpqZArUiU1wsk9eSTP5MV6sJ6sV+tt2pqzspld8gfWxxfKxp7n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tVxUOY6B2n4g96BaqYjj9oAWGOg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD1J0IvHCOYB2SXMTnqTIbMPZnqFEPMbXvwVLx4U8agn/8ZJsoomFjQUVd10d/mJFBpt+9PKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnbqOU8WhxmMZq6bPNEgRQQ0FSmgmCljoS2j4/cux37gFpUUc3eAgAS9k3UgEgjM0Urtou0wmPUZdCQHSO5u6SnR7eE6PqOsD/hjOt9EuluyyPQGdJ05GSiRDtV18dzsxT0OIkEumdcuxE/SGTKHgEkYFN9WQMN5nXWgZGrEQtDecfDaiB0bp0CBWpiKkE/X3xJCFWg9C33SGDHt61huL/3mtFIMzbyiiJEWI+HRRkEqKMR3HRDtCAUc5MIRxJcytlPeYYhxNmAUTgjP78jypH5cdu+xcn5QqF1kcebJH9skhccgpqZArUiU1wsk9eSTP5MV6sJ6sV+tt2pqzspld8gfWxxfKxp7n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tVxUOY6B2n4g96BaqYjj9oAWGOg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD1J0IvHCOYB2SXMTnqTIbMPZnqFEPMbXvwVLx4U8agn/8ZJsoomFjQUVd10d/mJFBpt+9PKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnbqOU8WhxmMZq6bPNEgRQQ0FSmgmCljoS2j4/cux37gFpUUc3eAgAS9k3UgEgjM0Urtou0wmPUZdCQHSO5u6SnR7eE6PqOsD/hjOt9EuluyyPQGdJ05GSiRDtV18dzsxT0OIkEumdcuxE/SGTKHgEkYFN9WQMN5nXWgZGrEQtDecfDaiB0bp0CBWpiKkE/X3xJCFWg9C33SGDHt61huL/3mtFIMzbyiiJEWI+HRRkEqKMR3HRDtCAUc5MIRxJcytlPeYYhxNmAUTgjP78jypH5cdu+xcn5QqF1kcebJH9skhccgpqZArUiU1wsk9eSTP5MV6sJ6sV+tt2pqzspld8gfWxxfKxp7n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tVxUOY6B2n4g96BaqYjj9oAWGOg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD1J0IvHCOYB2SXMTnqTIbMPZnqFEPMbXvwVLx4U8agn/8ZJsoomFjQUVd10d/mJFBpt+9PKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW8XtnbqOU8WhxmMZq6bPNEgRQQ0FSmgmCljoS2j4/cux37gFpUUc3eAgAS9k3UgEgjM0Urtou0wmPUZdCQHSO5u6SnR7eE6PqOsD/hjOt9EuluyyPQGdJ05GSiRDtV18dzsxT0OIkEumdcuxE/SGTKHgEkYFN9WQMN5nXWgZGrEQtDecfDaiB0bp0CBWpiKkE/X3xJCFWg9C33SGDHt61huL/3mtFIMzbyiiJEWI+HRRkEqKMR3HRDtCAUc5MIRxJcytlPeYYhxNmAUTgjP78jypH5cdu+xcn5QqF1kcebJH9skhccgpqZArUiU1wsk9eSTP5MV6sJ6sV+tt2pqzspld8gfWxxfKxp7n</latexit>

Key feature: entanglement
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<latexit sha1_base64="EUkUzU6CSH7SQC/VPApngvJakjc=">AAACJnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJRhRgTdFIpuXEkFe4HOMGTStA3NZEKSEcrQp3Hjq7hxURFx56OYtiPY1h8CP985h5PzR4JRpV33yyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9uFRUyWpxKSBE5bIdoQUYZSThqaakbaQBMURI61oeDutt56IVDThj3okSBCjPqc9ipE2KLSrfl1RWIW+SuMwU6FXcRynosL7sY+YGKBfNkdC0QUQ2mXXcWeCq8bLTRnkqof2xO8mOI0J15ghpTqeK3SQIakpZmRc8lNFBMJD1CcdYzmKiQqy2ZljeGZIF/YSaR7XcEb/TmQoVmoUR6YzRnqglmtT+F+tk+redZBRLlJNOJ4v6qUM6gROM4NdKgnWbGQMwpKav0I8QBJhbZItmRC85ZNXTfPC8VzHe7gs127yOIrgBJyCc+CBK1ADd6AOGgCDZ/AKJuDderHerA/rc95asPKZY7Ag6/sHzSyjhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EUkUzU6CSH7SQC/VPApngvJakjc=">AAACJnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJRhRgTdFIpuXEkFe4HOMGTStA3NZEKSEcrQp3Hjq7hxURFx56OYtiPY1h8CP985h5PzR4JRpV33yyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9uFRUyWpxKSBE5bIdoQUYZSThqaakbaQBMURI61oeDutt56IVDThj3okSBCjPqc9ipE2KLSrfl1RWIW+SuMwU6FXcRynosL7sY+YGKBfNkdC0QUQ2mXXcWeCq8bLTRnkqof2xO8mOI0J15ghpTqeK3SQIakpZmRc8lNFBMJD1CcdYzmKiQqy2ZljeGZIF/YSaR7XcEb/TmQoVmoUR6YzRnqglmtT+F+tk+redZBRLlJNOJ4v6qUM6gROM4NdKgnWbGQMwpKav0I8QBJhbZItmRC85ZNXTfPC8VzHe7gs127yOIrgBJyCc+CBK1ADd6AOGgCDZ/AKJuDderHerA/rc95asPKZY7Ag6/sHzSyjhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EUkUzU6CSH7SQC/VPApngvJakjc=">AAACJnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJRhRgTdFIpuXEkFe4HOMGTStA3NZEKSEcrQp3Hjq7hxURFx56OYtiPY1h8CP985h5PzR4JRpV33yyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9uFRUyWpxKSBE5bIdoQUYZSThqaakbaQBMURI61oeDutt56IVDThj3okSBCjPqc9ipE2KLSrfl1RWIW+SuMwU6FXcRynosL7sY+YGKBfNkdC0QUQ2mXXcWeCq8bLTRnkqof2xO8mOI0J15ghpTqeK3SQIakpZmRc8lNFBMJD1CcdYzmKiQqy2ZljeGZIF/YSaR7XcEb/TmQoVmoUR6YzRnqglmtT+F+tk+redZBRLlJNOJ4v6qUM6gROM4NdKgnWbGQMwpKav0I8QBJhbZItmRC85ZNXTfPC8VzHe7gs127yOIrgBJyCc+CBK1ADd6AOGgCDZ/AKJuDderHerA/rc95asPKZY7Ag6/sHzSyjhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EUkUzU6CSH7SQC/VPApngvJakjc=">AAACJnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJRhRgTdFIpuXEkFe4HOMGTStA3NZEKSEcrQp3Hjq7hxURFx56OYtiPY1h8CP985h5PzR4JRpV33yyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9uFRUyWpxKSBE5bIdoQUYZSThqaakbaQBMURI61oeDutt56IVDThj3okSBCjPqc9ipE2KLSrfl1RWIW+SuMwU6FXcRynosL7sY+YGKBfNkdC0QUQ2mXXcWeCq8bLTRnkqof2xO8mOI0J15ghpTqeK3SQIakpZmRc8lNFBMJD1CcdYzmKiQqy2ZljeGZIF/YSaR7XcEb/TmQoVmoUR6YzRnqglmtT+F+tk+redZBRLlJNOJ4v6qUM6gROM4NdKgnWbGQMwpKav0I8QBJhbZItmRC85ZNXTfPC8VzHe7gs127yOIrgBJyCc+CBK1ADd6AOGgCDZ/AKJuDderHerA/rc95asPKZY7Ag6/sHzSyjhQ==</latexit>

Quantum computer with n qubits: 2n-1 complex numbers 
Classical memory with n bits: string of n zeroes and ones

Fundamental unit of information in a quantum computer 
Any two level quantum system
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Macroscopic electrical circuit

Basic circuit elements (classical version)
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Quite simple to design and fabricate

Basic circuit elements (classical version)
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Superconducting artificial atom
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Big improvements in relaxation 
and dephasing times in last 10 
years

Error per gates of 0.2%, similar 
to trapped ion results

Low error per gates: E. Magesan et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 080505 (2012) 
Long T1 and T2: H. Paik et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 240501 (2011)

Very short π-pulse time

T⇡ ⇠ 4� 20 ns
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Credits for the figures to A. Blais, Université de Sherbrooke, Canada
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THE NIGHTMARE OF QUASI-
PARTICLES IN QUBITS
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Superconductor cooled to mK temperature —> electrons bound in Cooper pairs 
BUT 

Many mechanisms can break Cooper pairs, producing quasiparticles

PROBLEM 

• Absorb qubit energy and dissipate it via phonons 

• Excite the qubit to |1> level 

• Change the ΔE between |0> and |1> 

• ….
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PRODUCTION OF QUASI-
PARTICLES IN QUBITS
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HOW 

• Infrared radiation 

• Thermal stress 

• Dissipation of the readout line 

• …. 

• Phonons

What is the origin of quasiparticles bursts? 
How will they impact the performance of qubits?
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140 keV 200 keV

280 keV

~ 4 µ/min with an E 150-300 keV

KID (Kinetic Inductance Detector) 
Developed within the CALDER project 

(ERC starting grant, PI: M. Vignati)

In qubit, phonons are a nightmare 
On the contrary, in Particle Physics, phonons are what we want to measure!The 

technologies have opposite requirements but can benefit from each others



QUBITS vs RESONATORS
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Entries  4927

Mean    21.02

RMS     35.47

Integral    4927

Energy [keV]
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Entries  4927

Mean    21.02

RMS     35.47

Integral    4927

Entries  967

Mean    38.22

RMS     58.13

Integral     967

Entries  967

Mean    38.22

RMS     58.13

Integral     967

optical fiber

55Fe

Flat distribution from a few keV to ~300 keV (above detector not working) 

Rate (>10 keV) = 30 events/min detector


